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Installation 

When installing the anaptis Dropzone, following settings are necessary: 

− authorization set-up (Which users are allowed to do what?) 

− maximum file size and upload timeout regulations 

− registration of the anaptis Dropzone (registration key, registration email address) 
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 Assisted Setup 

1.1 How to find the anaptis Dropzone Setup 

There are 3 possible ways to access the „Assisted setup“. 

 

Illustration 1: overview of the ways to get to the overview page "Assisted setup" 
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Way 1: Menu item "Setup and extensions"> "Assisted setup" 

 

Illustration 2: first way to access the overview "Assisted Setup" 

Way 2: Search for „Assisted setup“ (expression may differ depending on your Dynamics 365 

Business Central version) 

 

Illustration 3: second way to access the overview "Assisted setup"  
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Way 3: Setup Menu > „Assisted Setup“ 

 

Illustration 4: third way to access the overview "Assisted setup"  

The setup can be found and started from the overview page (marker no. 1). 

 

Illustration 5: overview page "Assisted setup" 
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1.2 Implementation of the „Assisted setup“ 

First basic settings have to be determined. On the one hand, the upload timeout must be 

specified in milliseconds. On the other hand, the maximum file size (in kilobytes) that can 

be uploaded must be specified (both marker no. 2). Via the "Back" button (marker no. 3) it 

is possible to take a step back. With the button "Next" (marker no. 4) you can switch to the 

next step. 

 

Illustration 6: Assisted setup page 6 

In the last step, the email address with which the registration key was purchased must be 

stated (marker no. 1). The registration key must also be specified there (marker no. 2). If a 

registration key has not yet been purchased, the preset registration key can be used, with 

which the Dropzone can be tested for 30 days. With a click on the button “Exit” (marker no. 

3) the setup can be ended and with a click on the button “Back” (marker no. 4) you can go 

back one step. 
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Illustration 7: Assisted setup page 7 

After the setup has ended, an overview shows the setup completion. 

 

Illustration 8: Assisted setup completed 
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 Manual Setup 

There are two ways to get to the manual setup (marker no. 1 and 2). You can see this in 

more detail in the following screenshots. 

 

Illustration 9: How to access the "Manual Setup" 

Way 1: Using the search 
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Illustration 10: first way to access "Manual setup"  

Way 2: „Setup und enhancements“ 

 

Illustration 11: second way to access "Manual setup"  

After accessing the manual setup, you can find and start the setup of the Dropzone under 

"Dropzone setup“ (marker no. 1). 

 

Illustration 12: overview page "Manual setup" 
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Following settings can be specified in the Dropzone setup: 

Setup Description 

Upload type (Marker no. 

1) 

If several possible upload types (e.g. the Azure Blob Storage 

Extension from anaptis GmbH) are installed, another upload 

type can be selected here. 

Maximum file size in KB 

(Marker no. 2) 

Here you can set the maximum file size in kilobytes that can be 

uploaded using the Dropzone. The tried and tested default 

value is 15,360 KB, which corresponds to 15 MB. With higher 

values it is possible that the Dropzone behaves unexpectedly. 

Upload timeout (ms) 

(Marker no. 3) 

At this point you can define how long to wait, if the control 

add-in loses the connection to Dynamics 365 Business Central. 

The default value is 300,000 ms, which corresponds to 300 

seconds or 5 minutes. 

Dropzone registration 

key (Marker no. 4) 

The registration key that has been purchased can be entered 

here. 

Dropzone registration 

email address (Marker 

no. 5) 

The email address belonging to the registration key must be 

entered here. 

Dropzone registration 

expiration date (Marker 

no. 6) 

The registration key expiration date is displayed here. 

Dropzone registration 

Next update (Marker no. 

7) 

This field shows when the Dropzone will next communicate 

with the anaptis shop to ensure that the license is still valid. 

Upload delay (ms) 

(Marker no. 8) 

 

This value should only be changed if this has been authorized by 

an anaptis employee. The value defines how long you should 

wait between two file uploads. The default value is 1000 ms, 

which corresponds to one second. 
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Illustration 13: Manual setup 
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 Allocation of user or group rights 

For the desired users to be able to use the Dropzone, the users who should be able to use 

or manage the features of the Dropzone must be granted the necessary permissions. Two 

sets of permissions have already been created for this purpose: 

Permission Set Description 

APT DZ ADMIN This permission set contains all permissions for the user to use 

and manage the Dropzone. 

APT DZ USER This permission set contains all the necessary permissions for 

the user to use the Dropzone functions. 

 

It is advisable to create two new user groups that contain the permissions for the Dropzone 

and its extensions: 

User group Description 

Dropzone Users This authorization group should be linked with the 

authorization set “APT DZ USER” for the users of the drop zone. 

Dropzone 

Administrators 

This authorization group should be linked to the authorization 

set “APT DZ ADMIN” for the users who are to manage the 

Dropzone. 
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 File upload via Dropzone using the example of a customer 

Wherever the standard application Dynamics 365 Business Central already offers the way 

of file storage, files can also be stored with the installation of the Dropzone. This example 

uses a customer to demonstrate how a file can be uploaded. First a customer card has to 

be opened (marker no. 1). 

 

Illustration 14: role center 

The file storage area of the anaptis Dropzone is now on the right-hand side of the debtor 

card (marker no. 1). 
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Illustration 15: customer list 

To upload a file, simply drag and drop it from the Windows file explorer onto the file 

storage area (marker no. 1).  

 

Illustration 16: customer card with highlighted Dropzone 
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Illustration 17: file next to customer card 

First, the file must be selected (marker no. 1) and dragged with the left mouse button 

pressed in the direction of the drop zone (marker no. 2). When you reach the Dropzone 

(marker no. 3) the left mouse button must be released so that the file is uploaded. 
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Illustration 18: drag a file onto the drop zone on the customer card 

If the file can be released, the color of the storage area also changes to an orange-red 

gradient. This signals that the Dropzone has recognized the file above the storage area. 

 

Illustration 19: Dropzone shows, that the file has been recognized and is ready to be stored 
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When the file is released, the number next to "Attachments" and "Receipts" increases by 

the number of files uploaded. 

 

Illustration 20: number of uploaded files increases 
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 File upload via standard functionality using the example of a 

customer 

This example uses a customer to show how a file can be uploaded. First a customer card 

has to be opened. 

 

Illustration 21: managing director role center 
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Illustration 22: customer list 

The button for the Base App is located on the right-hand page bar of the customer card. 

To get to the file upload window, click on the number of receipts (marker No. 1). 

 

Illustration 23: customer card with highlighted Dropzone 
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To upload a file, click on "Select file ..." (marker no. 1). 

 

Illustration 24: attached documents 

 

In the window that now opens, click the "Select" button (marker no. 1). 

 

Illustration 25: message „Attach a document“ 

The file explorer then opens in which a file can be selected (marker no. 1) and uploaded by 
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clicking on "Open" (marker no. 2). 

 

Illustration 26: file upload via file explorer 

 

After the file upload, the file can be seen in the overview of the attached documents. 

 

Illustration 27: uploaded files 
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 File download using the example of a customer 

This example uses a customer to show how a file can be downloaded. First a customer card 

has to be opened. 

 

Illustration 28: managing director role center 
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Illustration 29: customer list 

Once on the customer card, the button for the Base App is on the right-hand page bar. To 

get to the attachments overview, you have to click on the number of receipts (marker no. 

1). 

 

Illustration 30: highlighted Dropzone on customer card 

There are two ways to do this: On the one hand, several lines can be marked in order to 

download several files at once as a zip archive. To do this, the required lines must be 

marked. You can then click on “Download” (marker no. 1). If only one file is to be 
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downloaded, the file name can be clicked directly (marker no. 2) to download the individual 

file. 

 

Illustration 31: list of attached documents and highlighted download-Interface 

Multiple files can also be downloaded at the same time. To do this, the desired lines must 

be selected, and the download initialized by clicking on "Download". The files will now be 

downloaded together in a zip archive. 
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 Deleting an uploaded file using the example of a customer 

This example uses a customer to show how a file can be deleted. First a customer card has 

to be opened. 

 

Illustration 32: role center of a managing director 
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Illustration 33: customer list 

Once on the customer card, the button for the Base App is on the right-hand page bar. To 

get to the attachment overview, you have to click on the number of receipts (marker no. 

1). 

 

Illustration 34: customer card with highlighted dropzone 
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There are two ways to delete files: 

1) via the „Delete“ button 

2) via the „Three-point-menu“ (only applies to the currently marked line) 

 

Illustration 35: first way: attached documents with highlighted „Delete“ button 

 

Choosing the first way, the line only needs to be marked and then clicked on "Delete" at 

the top. 
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After the deletion, the files no longer exist. 

 

Illustration 36: first way: file no longer exists 

Choosing the second way, the desired line must be selected. The line can then be deleted 

by clicking on the three-point menu and another click on "Delete line". 

 

Illustration 37: second way: deletion of several selected lines 
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If you clicked on "Delete line", the deletion process must be confirmed by clicking on "Yes" 

(marker no. 1). 

 

Illustration 38: second way: reassurance whether the file should be deleted 


